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Mie University, Tsu-city, Mie-prefeeture, Japan 
A problem of parameter estimation for continuous-time systems is studied by 
employing the error entropy as a criterion functional. By examining the absolute 
continuity of the relevant induced measures in the function space, the entropy 
theorem for parameter estimation is extended to continuous-time systems. This 
theorem shows that the reduction in processed parameter entropy has an upper 
bound determined by the mutual information between the parameter and the sensor 
output. As an example, a linear Gaussian state stimation problem is studied using 
this entropy analysis. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The general parameter estimation model of identifying the unknown 
parameter through observation is closely related with the Shannon's channel 
model. The set of unknown parameters corresponds to the information 
source, the observed data to output through the noisy channel, and the data 
processor to the decorder. Thus, in studying the parameter estimation 
problems, entropy and mutual information will be useful tools for estimating 
the system performance bound. 
Recently, a problem of parameter estimation for non-linear and non- 
Gaussian discrete-time systems has been studied using the error entropy as a 
criterion functional (Weidemann and Stear, 1969). It is shown that the 
reduced error entropy is upper bounded by the amount of information 
obtained by observation. This theorem, called the entropy theorem, thus 
enables the system performance bounds to be estimated without explicitly 
determining the optimum data processor. 
The present article aims to establish the entropy theorem under the 
description of the continuous-time estimation model. This extension is non- 
trivial because the entropy of continuous-time stochastic processes is no 
longer defined adequately and therefore, quite a different approach is to be 
employed. 
In Section 3, a general parameter estimation problem for continuous-time 
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systems is formulated. The continuous-time v rsion of the entropy theorem is 
proved in Section 4. In Section 5, the linear state estimation problem is 
considered through the entropy analysis. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS 
A stochastic process defined on a probability space (£2, S, P) with a time 
set T, a closed interval in R 1, is denoted by Zt(co)(t E T) and the sample 
function by Z(co). The space of real valued functions defined on T with 
values in R m is denoted by F m. Let B" denote the Borel a-field on R n. A 
minimal a-field generated by the cylinder sets in F"  is denoted by F m. 
Let X(co) and Z(co) be random variables defined on (£2, S, P) with values 
in R" and F m, respectively. Let Px,Pz, and Pxz denote measures induced by 
the random variables X(co), Z(co), and (X(co), Z(co)) on the measurable 
spaces (R% Bn), (F m, Fro), and (R n X F m, B n X Fro), respectively, and 
suppose that Bx has the density Px with respect o the Lebesgue measure 2 on 
the measurable space (R ~, B~). 
The entropy of X is defined as 
H(X) = -- ~R px(X ) log px(X ) d),(x), (2.1) 
where 0 log 0 = 0 by definition. The mutual information between X(co) and 
Z(co) is defined as 
I[X; Y] = dRfnXF m a(x, z) log a(x, z) d(/.t x X #z)(X, z), (2.2) 
where 
dflxz a(x,z)= (x,z) 
d(,u x X ~z) 
is a Randon-Nikodym derivative. It is known that (2.2) is finite only if 
Pxz "~ Px × Pz ; i.e., Pxz is absolutely continuous with respect o the product 
measure Px X Ftz (Gelfand and Yaglom, 1959) and that I[X; Y] = 0 if and 
only if the random variables X(co) and Y(co) are independent. 
3. PROBLEM STATEMENT 
A general continuous-time parameter estimation problem is shown 
schematically in Fig. 1. Here, an n X 1 random vector X(co)C R" is the 
unknown system parameters that are to be estimated. Y(co) is a sample 
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FIG. 1. The general continuous-time parameter estimation problem. 
function of the output process with values in a measurable space (F m, F m) 
and may be a non-linear function of the unknown parameters, i.e., 
Yt(co) = f(X(co), co, t), t ~ r. 
The output process Y(co) is measured by a sensor whose output is a 
sample function Z(co) with values in (Fm, Fm). The observed data 
Z(~o) = {Zt(co)]t E T} is used by the data processor F(.) to yield an estimate 
X(co) of the vector X(co). The estimation error e(co) is then given by 
e(a)) = X(oo) -- X(a)) = X(co) -- F(Z(co)). 
Now, the problem of parameter estimation is to determine the measurable 
transformation F(.) from (Fm, F m) into (R",B") that minimizes the error 
entropy H(e). 
In the sequel, we make the following assumptions. 
[A1] Random variables X(o0) and e(o~) have densities px(X) and p~(x) 
(x ~ R") with respect o the Lebesque measure )~ on (R", Bn), respectively, 
and their entropies H(X) and H(e) are finite. 
[A2] The mutual information I[X; Z] between Y(co) and Z(eo) is 
finite. 
It follows from 
derivative 
is well defined. 
[A2] that /2xz ~/a x X/2z and the Radon-Nikodym 
d•xz a(x, z) (x, z) 
d(ax X Uz) 
4. ENTROPY THEOREM 
We now state the main Entropy Theorem. 
THEOREM 1 (Entropy Theorem). Consider the random variables X(~o), 
Z(co) and e(co) described by 
e(~o) = x (~o)  - F (Z(~o) )  
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and suppose that [al] and [A2] hold. We then have 
I[e; Z] = H(e) -- H(X) + I[X; Z]. (4.1) 
Hence, the error entropy H(e) is bounded below as 
- 1IX; Z]  
or, equivalently, the reduction in the processed parameter entropy H(X) is 
bounded above by the mutual information I[X; Z]; i.e., 
H(X) -- H(e) < I[X; Z], 
where equality holds if and only if the estimating filter F(.) is chosen so as to 
cause the error e and the measurements Z to be independent. 
Furthermore, the optimal filter Fo(. ) that causes the error e and the 
measurements Z to be independent is information preserving, i.e., 
I[X; ro(Z)] = I[X; Z] = H(X) -- H(e). (4.2) 
To prove Theorem 1, we first prepare the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. The measure P~z induced by the process (e(~o),Z(~o)) is 
absolutely continuous with respect to the product measure 2 X Pz and the 
Radon-Nikodym derivative is given by 
dIGz 
(x, z) = a(x + r(z),  Z)Px(X + F(z)) (a.e. ~ ×/~z). (4.3) 
d(2 X/.tz) 
Proof. Appealing to the Fubini's theorem (Ash, 1972) and the tran- 
slation invariance property of the Lebesgue measure, we have, for any 
A XB~BnXF m, 
/a~z(A X B) = P{~o IX(oo) -- F(Z(~o)) E A, Z(oo) C B} 
=pxz{(X,Z) l (x--  e(z ) ,z )  C A ×B} 
= ~ a(x, z) d~x X/lz)(X, z) 
J{ (x,z) I (x--F(z),z) EA XB] 
= ~A xs a(x + r(z), z)Px(X + r(z))  d(2 × gz)(X, z) (4.4) 
which implies (4.3). 
LEMMA 
Proof. 
A E B ~, 
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2. fvm a(x + F(z), Z)px(X + F(x)) dpz(Z ) =p~(x) (a.e. ;t). (4.5) 
Utilizing Lemma 1 and the Fubini's theorem, we have, for any 
fA p~(x) d~,(x) = t.t~(A ) = P{~ l e(o)) E A, Z(o9) E F m } 
d.~ (x, ~) d~(~) d~(x) 
= fA fFm a(x + F(z), z)px(X + F(z)) d#z(Z ) d2(x). 
Since A E B n is arbitrary, this implies (4.5). 
(a.e. 2). (4.6) COROLLARY. pX(x) ~- Px(X) fFrn a(x, Z) d/.lz(z ) 
Proof Arguing as in the proof of the lemma, we have 
d#xz (x, z) dpz(Z ) (a.e. 2). px(x) = f~.m d(X X ;z) 
Since Pxz ~ #x X Pz "~ 2 X ¢Zz, applying the chain rule gives 
dux~ (x, z) = d/2x~ (x, z) d(~x X Uz) (x, z) 
d(2 X/lz) d(/l x X Pz) d(;l, X Pz) 
(a.e. 2 X/lz). = a(x, Z)px(X )
The corollary now follows by substitution. 
It is convenient to introduce the following notation. 
p+~(x) = 1/p~(x), ifp~(x) :/: 0, 
= O, ifp,(x) = O. 
LEMMA 3. The measure /l,z is absolutely continuous with respect to the 
product measure p~ X #z and the derivative is given by 
d~ ~z 
(x, z) = a(x + F(z), Z)Px(X + F(z))p+~(x) (a.e. p~ ×/lz). (4.7) 
d~ x ~)  
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Proof. 
AXBEB"XF  m, 
~A xB a(x + F(z), Z)px(X + F(z)) p*~(x) d~ X ltz)(X, z) 
=/t~z(A XB)-g ,z{(A ~A, )  XB}. (4.8) 
On the other hand, using Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 gives 
/a~z{(A~A1) XB}<f( a(x+r(z),z)px(x+F(z))d(2Xltz)(X,Z) 
A("IA1) XFm 
=fA P~(x)d2(x)<la~(AO=O" (4.9) 
¢hA 
Thus, combining (4.8) and (4.9) yields (4.7). 
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Let A 1 = {x @ Rn[p~(x) = 0}. It then follows from (4.4) that, for 
Proof. 
COROLLARY. 
a(x + F(z), Z)px(X + F(z)) p+~(x) p~(x) 
=a(x+V(z),z)Px(x+r(z)) (a.e. 2 X/Zz). (4.10) 
Equation (4.10) follows from (4.4), (4.8), (4.9) and (dlzjd2)(x)= 
Now, we give the proof of Theorem 1. 
Proof of Theorem 1. From (2.2), (4.7) and (4.10), we have 
I[~; Z] = ~R,xrm a(x + r(z), z)Px(X + F(z))p+~(x) 
X {log a(x + F(z), z) + logpx(X + r(z)) + log p*~(x)} 
× p,(x) d(2 X gz)(X, z) A I, + 12 + I3, 
where 
I 1 = ~RnXFm a(x + F(z), z) px(X + F(z)) log a(x + F(x), z) d(2 X/Zz)(X, z), 
12 = ~R,xVm a(x + F(z), Z) px(X + F(z)) log px(X + F(z)) d(2 X Uz)(X, z), 
13 = ;RnXFr na(X -{- F(z), Z) Px(X + F(z)) log p+~(x) d(St X Uz)(X, z). 
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To evaluate the integral II, observe that, by assumption [A2] and Fubini's 
theorem, 
fFm fR" a(x + F(z), Z) px(X + F(z)) log a(x + F(z), z) d2(x) d#z(Z) 
= ~F~Rna(x,Z)px(X)loga(x,z)d2(x)d~z(Z) 
= ( a(x, z) log a(x, z) d~x × gz)(X, a) -- I[X; Z] < or. 
JR n×Fm 
Therefore, using Fubini's theorem again, we have 
I l = I [X ;  Z ] .  
Similarly, using assumption [All, (2.1), (4.5), (4.6) and Fubini's theorem, 
we have 
12 = ( a(x, z)px(X)log Px(X) d(2 × #z)(X, z) 
") R nxFm 
= jRpx(X)log px(X) dJ,(x) = --H(X), 
13 = JR p~(x) log pt~(x) d2(x) = H(E). 
Consequently, we have 
I[e; Z] = I[X; Z] - H(X) + U(e) 
which proves (4.1). To see (4.2), apply the above established result (4.1) by 
replacing F and Z(~o) by I (the identity mapping) and F0(Z(~o)), respec- 
tively; we have 
I[e; Fo(Z)] = H(e) -- H(X) + I[X; Fo(Z)]. 
Since, by assumption, the random variables e(co) and Z(~o) and hence e(eo) 
and Fo(Z(co)) are independent, we have I[e; Z] =I[e;  F0(Z)] = 0. Thus, 
[[X; F0(Z)] = H(X) - H(e) + I[e; ro(z)] = H(X) -- H(e) = I[X; Z] 
which proves (4.2). 
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5. ENTROPY ANALYSIS OF A 
LINEAR GAUSSIAN STATE ESTIMATION PROBLEM 
Consider the state estimation problem described by 
= A sX,( o) ds + Bs dW,(oO (X,o(O)) = 
dZ,(co) = c Xs(CO) ds + O dVs(O ) (Z,o(O)) = o), (5.1) 
where X~(~o) is an n X 1 state vector, Z~(co) is an m × 1 observed vector, 
W~(~o) and V~(co) are r X 1 and m X 1 mutually independent Wiener 
processes, respectively, and x0(co ) is a Gaussian random variable with zero 
mean and variance 220 (>0) and is independent of W~(co) and Vs(~O ), while 
A~,B,,C~,G~, and Gs I are all bounded matrix functions of proper 
dimensions defined on [to, tl]. 
The problem is to give an estimate Xtltx(co) of the state Xt(m ) based upon 
the measurements {Z~(oo)]sE [to,tl]&T}, or to determine the data 
processor F(.), so as to minimize the error entropy H(et), i.e., 
min H(et) = min H[X t - X t [ t l  ] = min H[X t - F(Z)] .  
F F F 
The estimate is referred to as prediction (t > tl), filtering ( t=t l ) ,  or 
smoothing (t < tl). 
To investigate the above problem, let us confine ourselves to the case in 
which the data processor is a linear function of the observed ata: 
Xtl,,(a)) = F(Z(oa)) = f[ol Ft(r) dZ,(co), (5.2) 
where Ft(r ) E R" x m is square integrable on T; i.e., tr {Ft(r ) F[(r)}, the trace of 
{Ft(r ) F/(r)}, is integrable on 7". 
Let t *= max{t, tl} and let Lr  z and LZm denote the space of R r and R m- 
valued square integrable functions on T O = [t o, t*] equipped with the usual 
inner product and the weighted inner product defined by 
(/31,f12)= ~T fli(7~) R.tfl2(r) tiT, f l l , f l2 ~ L 2 , 
o 
respectively, where R~ = G~G,' > 0. Define linear operators accociated with 
system (5.1) and (5.2) 
t 1 .t* 
F:L2m-,'R ", Fa=~, Ft(r)R,:a(r)dr+ j o.a(r) dr, 
0 II 
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G:L2r ~R n, 
H: L ~ ~ L m, 
S: Rn ~ Lm, 
q): R" ~ R", 
t t* 
~f~ R-1C~q~(s , r )B~a(r )dr  (to <S<t l )  
(H /3 ) (s )= 1 "°  s = = 0 (ti < s < t*)' 
(S~)(S) = l Rsl  CSI~)(S' tO) Z~/2 ~2 (to ~ S ~ tl) 
0 (t I < s < t*) '  
¢,~, = ¢,(t, to) ZU ~, 
where q~(s, r) is a transition matrix of the system 2s =A~xs.  
Now, in terms of these linear operators, the generalized covariance 
function of Xt(co ) and Z(co) are calculated as follows: 
, (Ha'  + SOP') Y2) (ill, Aft2) 
Yi CRn' f l i  ELm ( /= 1, 2), 
where S x = ~cb' + GG' is a covariance matrix of Xt@o), A = I + SS '  + HH'  
and the prime denotes the adjoint. Since X x is non-singular and A has a 
bounded inverse, it follows that the mutual information I [X  t ; Z].,is finite and 
is given by (Gelfant and Yaglom, 1959) 
I [X t ;Z  ] = --1log I I -  (GH' + ¢S ' )A - ' (HG'  + S~' )Xx ' l ,  (5.3) 
where IAI denotes the determinant of A. 
Let X~ denote the covariance matrix of the error e(co)=Xt(co ) -X ,  tj(co). 
Then, observe that 
Xe = (q) -- FS)(cP -- FS) '  + (G - FH)(G -- FH) '  + FF'  
and is non-singular for all F under consideration. Therefore, the error 
entropy H(e) is finite and is given by 
n 1 
H(e) = ~-log 2zce +.~-log 122E[. 
Similarly, H(X)  is finite. Hence, by the entropy theorem, we have 
I[e; Z] = H(e) -- H(Xt)  + I[Xt;  Z] 
1 /x~l > 0. 
=-~-log iX x -  (GH' + cPS ' )A - ' (HG'  + S¢ ' ) l  
(5.4) 
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I& l= l~+ {F--(GH' +~S' )A  1}A{F--(GH' + qgS')A- '}'  I 
= ISI" I ~r + S-1 /2{F- -  (an '  + q~S') A -1} 
X A{F-- (GH'+ q~S')A-'}'Z-' /2] >= IZl, 
where 27 = S x - (GH' + q~S')A-~(HG' + Sq~') is symmetric and positive 
definite, it is seen that the equality in (5.4) is attained if and only if 
F o = (GH' + q~S')A-1, 
which determines the optimal data processor. Thus, for this choise of F = F0, 
e(og) and Z(~o) become independent and we have 
I lX, ; Z] = I[X t ; 2tlt~ ] = H(Xt) - H(e). 
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